HydroPress Coffee Maker

Model no: M950c

HydroPress Coffee Maker is an innovative brewing tool for coffee lovers, which has a patented mechanism that can separate coffee and grounds instantly to avoid over extraction. The intelligent immersion brew makes controllable and rich coffee except bitterness.

Steps

1. Place the core chamber.
2. Fill ground coffee in tumbler.
3. Pour hot preheating water into the tumbler. Suggested temperature is around 190°F.
4. Give a gentle stir.
5. Place both the core chamber on top of the tumbler. Make sure the core chamber seat align to the tumbler seat to make the coffee to be ground evenly.
6. Press down gently and slowly by hand.
7. Make sure the core chamber is pressed down to the bottom of tumbler.
8. Hold tumbler to pour out coffee for serving.

Use & Care

- Do not over fill, avoid pouring hot water around the maximum capacity line on core chamber.
- Let the core chamber cool down enough and empty all the coffee before putting back core chamber.
- Make sure the cover is locked with core chamber before pulling out or pressing down.
- Avoid storing, wash & dry immediately after use.
- Do not use corrosive cleaning products & excessive detergent.
- Top rack dishwasher safe, keep temperature below 65°F.
- Do not put this product in oven or microwave oven.